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The Fundamental Disorder Unit in (Si, P)� (O, N) Networks
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Abstract: This study presents the synthesis and characterization of oxonitridosilicate phosphates Sr3SiP3O2N7,
Sr5Si2P4ON12, and Sr16Si9P9O7N33 as the first of their kind. These compounds were synthesized under high-temperature
(1400 °C) and high-pressure (3 GPa) conditions. A unique structural feature is their common fundamental building unit,
a vierer single chain of (Si, P)(O, N)4 tetrahedra. All tetrahedra comprise substitutional disorder which is why we refer to
it as the fundamental disorder unit (FDU). We classified four different FDU motifs, revealing systematic bonding
patterns. Including literature known Sr5Si2P6N16, three of the four patterns were found in the presented compounds.
Common techniques like single-crystal X-ray diffraction (SCXRD), elemental analyses, and 31P nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) spectroscopy were utilized for structural analysis. Additionally, low-cost crystallographic calculations
(LCC) provided insights into the structure of Sr16Si9P9O7N33 where NMR data were unavailable due to the lack of bulk
samples. The optical properties of these compounds, when doped with Eu2+, were investigated using photoluminescence
excitation (PLE), photoluminescence (PL) measurements, and density functional theory (DFT) calculations. Factors
influencing the emission properties, including thermal quenching mechanisms, were discussed. This research reveals the
new class of oxonitridosilicate phosphates with unique systematic structural features that offer potential for theoretical
studies of luminescence and band gap tuning in insulators.

Introduction

The learning process is significantly improved when new
information is linked to existing knowledge. This approach
is particularly beneficial in scientific research, where paral-
lels are often drawn with known compounds to better
understand newly discovered materials. In our case, we want
to use the well-established compound class of alkaline earth
and rare earth metal SiAlONs (silicon aluminum oxoni-
trides) to introduce the new class of alkaline earth oxoni-
tridosilicate phosphates, or rather SiPONs. Their striking
similarities serve not only as motivation to investigate such
compounds in view of the diverse applications of SiAlONs,
but also to facilitate the understanding of their rather
complex structures.[1,2] SiAlONs are generally characterized
by a tetrahedral network spanned by Al3+ and Si4+ as
network-forming cations (NFC) and N3� and O2� as ligands.
Although these networks can be neutral, we will only focus

on anionic SiAlONs since the presented SiPONs include
Sr2+ as a counter cation. The obvious difference between
the two classes is that in SiAlONs the tetrahedra are
occupied by Al3+/Si4+ and in SiPONs by Si4+/P5+ but the
relationship of the pairings is the same, i.e., similar charges,
ionic radii and isolobal behavior with respect to the ligands
(Al� O/Si� N, Si� O/P� N). This already suggests that the
nature and connectivity of the two networks should be
correlated which is why we give a brief overview here. By
nature, we refer to the substitutional ordering and elemental
composition of the network. There are examples of all
ordering types with no obvious preference for SiAlONs, e.g.,
Sr10Sm6Si30Al6O7N54 (ordered), BaSi5AlO2N7 (partially or-
dered), and Pr4Si5AlO7N7 (disordered), but there is a strong
preference for silicon-rich compositions.[3–5] In fact, we know
of only one example in which Al3+ occupies more than 50%
of the tetrahedra, namely in SrSiAl2O3N2.

[6] This trend of
mixed networks being dominated by the smaller NFC has
already been mentioned in previous work.[7] The same was
observed for pure nitridosilicate phosphates with Sr2SiP2N6

(ordered), SrSiP3N7 (partially ordered), and Sr5Si2P6N16

(disordered), as well as Sr5Si7P2N16 being the only represen-
tative whose network is dominated by the larger NFC, here
Si4+.[7–9] The connectivity in SiAlONs known in the literature
cannot easily be categorized into recurring patterns.
Although most structures are composed of corner-sharing
tetrahedra, their motifs range from three- to eight-mem-
bered rings, e.g., in BaSi5AlO2N7, to distorted vierer single
chains, e.g., in Pr4Si5AlO7N7, to even more complex
structures.[4,5] All this could be understood as the absence of
structural systematics, but the comparison of anionic
SiAlONs with different counter cations can be rightly
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criticized. Especially since we will see below that Sr� (Si,
P)� (O, N) compounds have a very close relationship which
we refer to as the fundamental disorder unit (FDU). Given
the many similarities, the question remains as to why
SiPONs were not explored earlier. The answer to this is
probably the more difficult synthesis, which requires high
temperatures (>1400 °C) to activate the Si species, e.g.,
Si3N4 or SiO2, and high pressures (>3 GPa) to avoid
premature evaporation or decomposition of the Sr and P
species, e.g., Sr(N3)2, P3N5 and P4O10. SiAlONs typically
need significantly lower pressures (<150 MPa), which
makes the synthesis easier successful outside a multianvil
press. Furthermore, we have previously shown that the
elucidation of the structure and in particular the network in
(Si, P) compounds is a multi-step process that often utilizes
high-level analytics, such as atomic-scale scanning trans-
mission electron microscopy (STEM).[7,8] However, we are
interested in making this workflow more accessible by
extending the analytical scope to more common methods,
such as NMR. In this contribution, we present Sr3SiP3O2N7,
Sr5Si2P4ON12 and Sr16Si9P9O7N33 as the first alkaline earth
SiPONs. We analyzed their structures by a mixture of
SCXRD, elemental analyses, NMR, and low-cost crystallo-
graphic calculations (LCC). To provide context and stim-
ulate future research, we also investigated their optical
properties upon doping with Eu2+.

Results and Discussion

Synthesis

Stoichiometric amounts of Sr(N3)2, SrO, amorphous Si3N4,
amorphous SiO2, and α-P3N5 were used to synthesize the
compounds Sr3SiP3O2N7 and Sr5Si2P4ON12 according to
equations 1 and 2.

3 Sr N3ð Þ2 þ 6 SrO þ Si3N4 þ 3 P3N5 !

3 Sr3SiP3O2N7 þ 8 N2
(1)

30 Sr N3ð Þ2 þ 3 Si3N4 þ 3 SiO2 þ 8 P3N5 !

6 Sr5Si2P4ON12 þ 80 N2
(2)

After thorough mixing in an agate mortar, the starting
materials were transferred to a BN crucible with a Mo inlay
and heated to 1400 °C under a pressure of 3 GPa using a
multianvil press. For more details on the syntheses refer to
the Supporting Information. The syntheses of Sr3SiP3O2N7

and Sr5Si2P4ON12 resulted in colorless and microcrystalline
powders with a phase fraction of the target phase higher
than 90 wt% according to Rietveld refinements (Figure S1,
Table S3). Sr16Si9P9O7N33 appeared as a minor side phase of
Sr5Si2P4ON12, while a direct synthesis was not successful.

Structure Elucidation Process

All compounds crystallize well enough to be studied by
SCXRD (Figure 1a). In this way, we obtained preliminary

structure models of the form Sru(Si, P)v(O, N)w where u, v,
and w are given by the number of sites and their multi-
plicities. The subdivision of the sites into Sr, (Si, P), and (O,
N) sites is chemically unambiguous. This means that all
atomic Sr positions can be determined solely based on X-ray
diffraction due to the high X-ray contrast compared to Si, P,
N and O.[10] In contrast, Si4+ and P5+ can occupy the same
sites as network-forming cations with comparable charges
and sizes. The same applies to the ligands N3� and O2� . The
fundamental challenge with such networks is therefore to
determine whether there is substitutional disorder of Si/P
and O/N, i.e., whether a crystallographic site is occupied by
more than one type of atom. The low X-ray contrast of Si/P
and O/N make SCXRD an unsuitable method for this
discrimination. Instead, we addressed these challenges with
a complementary approach of elemental analysis, NMR
spectroscopy, and LCC. In a first step, we determined the
empirical sum formulas by measuring the Si :P ratio using
energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) and inductively coupled
plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES), if avail-
able (Figure 1b). The N:O ratio was extracted by enforcing
charge neutrality. Considering these results and the isolobal
relationship of Si� O and P� N, we obtain Sr3Si1+xP3 � xO2+

xN7 � x (x�0.2), Sr5Si2+xP4 � xO1+xN12 � x (x�0.3–0.5), and
Sr16Si9 � xP9+xO7 � xN33+x (x�0.1). This makes them the first
representatives of the oxonitridosilicate phosphates.

In the interest of readability, we will only use idealized
sum formulas in this contribution where x=0. In a second
step, we performed solid-state NMR measurements on the
bulk samples of Sr3SiP3O2N7 and Sr5Si2P4ON12 to investigate
the substitutional ordering of the networks, while LCC
provided information on the ordering of the ligands and of
Sr16Si9P9O7N33 as a whole, since NMR measurements were
not possible on single particles. However, before we delve
into the complexity of the structure elucidation process of

Figure 1. a) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of
Sr3SiP3O2N7, Sr5Si2P4ON12 and Sr16Si9P9O7N33. b) Graphs of the EDX
and ICP-OES results showing the percentage of each element on the y-
axis and the respective elemental types on the x-axis.
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disordered compounds, we believe it is beneficial to first
understand the final structure models and then work our
way back. To do this, it is also necessary to emphasize the
similarities between the three compounds Sr3SiP3O2N7,
Sr5Si2P4ON12, and Sr16Si9P9O7N33.

The Fundamental Disorder Unit

All compounds share a common fundamental building unit,
which according to Liebau can be described as a vierer single
chain of (Si, P)(O, N)4 tetrahedra with a regular tetrahedral
orientation of down, down, up, up (Figure 2a).[11] The
tetrahedra are subject to a flexible statistical occupation of
Si and P which can range from Si :P=1 :3 (Sr3SiP3O2N7) to
Si :P=1 :2 (Sr5Si2P4ON12) to Si :P=1 :1 (Sr16Si9P9O7N33).
This supports the trend mentioned above that most mixed
networks are dominated by the smaller NFC, here P5+. In
agreement with Pauling, the bridging ligands are occupied
with N and the terminal ligands with O.[12–14] This structural
unit is found in all disordered Sr� (Si, P)� (O, N) networks
described in this work, which is why we refer to it as the
fundamental disorder unit (FDU). In addition to the flexible
compositions, the FDU also shows variable bonding patterns
perpendicular to the chain. We illustrate this in Figure 2b
for motifs of double chains, including transformations such
as mirroring and translation in the chain direction. We will
see below that combinations A and C are sufficient to obtain
a good understanding of the title compounds. For the sake
of completeness, we also consider the literature known
Sr5Si2P6N16 as an example of B.[8] Combination D is yet
unknown and remains the subject of future research.

Structure Description

Since our compounds crystallize in different space groups,
they do not share the same reference coordinate system for
the anionic (Si, P)� (O, N) networks. However, for a better

comparison, we introduced a new one, in which x points in
the chain direction of the FDU, y points in direction of
neighboring FDUs and z points in the remaining direction
perpendicular to x and y (Figure 3). The FDU motif in
Sr3SiP3O2N7 is of type A and not connected along y. This
leads to terminal ligands that are occupied by O. In z-
direction, the double chains thus formed are fully con-
densed. As mentioned above, Sr5Si2P6N16 comprises the type
B FDU motif, which is fully connected in y and z direction.
This is also the reason why it is the only fully nitridic
representative. It is noteworthy that although Sr3SiP3O2N7

and Sr5Si2P6N16 share the same Si :P ratio of 1 :3, they exhibit
different FDU motifs. This means that it is not the Si :P ratio
that is decisive for the structure, but rather the reaction to
the size of the tetrahedral gaps of the Sr� O/N lattice. In
contrast, Sr5Si2P4ON12 and Sr16Si9P9O7N33 differ significantly
in their Si :P ratio of 1 :2 and 1 :1, respectively, but form
quite similar FDU motifs, both of which can be assigned to
type C. The difference is that the FDU motif in Sr5Si2P4ON12

is composed of two FDUs, while in Sr16Si9P9O7N33 it is
composed of three FDUs. These FDU motifs are not
directly connected along y or z in either compound. The
connection is established by a second motif, which we call
the linker moiety. For better differentiation, they are
marked dark green in Figure 3. The linker tetrahedra have
the same mixed occupancy of the central atoms as the
tetrahedra in the FDUs. The difference is that they contain
terminal ligands with a substitutional disorder of N and O.
The N content on these sites is 50% for Sr5Si2P4ON12 and
12.5% for Sr16Si9P9O7N33. For more crystallographic infor-
mation refer to the Supporting Information (Tables S4–S7).
All crystallographic information files (CIF) are provided
free of charge.[15] With this in mind, we want to take a step
back and prove the substitutional disorder in our networks
by NMR measurements and low-cost crystallographic calcu-
lations.

Figure 2. a) Graphical illustration of the fundamental disorder unit showing the relative orientation of the tetrahedra and the possible compositions
of central atoms as well as the ligands. b) Possible FDU motifs as double chains, whereby the second motif is either mirrored (m), translated (t) or
both.
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Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) Spectroscopy

In SiPONs, only the two spin-1/2 nuclides 29Si and 31P are
reasonably well suited for NMR spectroscopy. The only
magnetically active isotope of oxygen is 17O with a very low
natural abundance of about 0.4%, which makes NMR
impossible without isotope enrichment. 99.6% of natural
nitrogen consists of the nuclide 14N with spin-1, which means
that it has a quadrupole moment. This makes the recording
and interpretation of a 14N NMR signal only possible in a
highly symmetric environment, which does not exist in
SiPONs or SiAlONs.[16] In contrast, 31P has a natural
abundance of 100%, a high Larmor frequency and accept-
able relaxation times in the range of hundreds of seconds in
the investigated compounds. The NMR of 29Si poses a
greater challenge, as the nuclide has a natural abundance of
only about 5%, a comparatively low Larmor frequency and
very long relaxation times (>3000 s) in our compounds. This

situation can be improved by isotopic enrichment of 29Si,
very long measurement times or large sample quantities.
The latter two options were attempted for Sr3SiP3O2N7, but
the resulting 29Si NMR spectrum was of significantly lower
quality than the 31P spectra (Figure S6). Since the 29Si and
31P NMR results are complementary, we focused on the
latter. As shown in Figure 4a for Sr3SiP3O2N7 and Figure 4b
for Sr5Si2P4ON12, we measured 31P NMR both directly and in
a cross-polarized experiment with 1H. The fact that the
31P{1H} spectra show signals should be surprising at this
point, considering the hydrogen-free empirical sum formu-
las. However, the reason for this is a well-known phenomen-
on: the isolobal relationship between an oxide anion O2�

and an imide group (NH)2� .
Two prominent examples of this can be found in

literature with the pairings PON/P(NH)N and Si2ON2/Si2-
(NH)N2.

[17–20] (NH)2� can also be incorporated into the
structure through the isolobal relationship of Si� (NH) and

Figure 3. Crystal structures and parameters of Sr3SiP3O2N7, Sr5Si2P6N16 (*), Sr5Si2P4ON12, and Sr16Si9P9O7N33. The FDU motifs were extracted for
better visualization. Viewing directions were chosen to run along the reference coordinate system z (TOP) and x (FRONT). All tetrahedra in a
compound exhibit the same occupation of central atoms. Color differentiation (light and dark green) was chosen to highlight different roles in the
structure. Sr is white, N blue, and O red. (* from literature)
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P� N, which becomes clear when we extend the previous
example to Si2ON2/Si2(NH)N2/SiPN3.

[21] This raises the
question of whether our empirical formulas were correct to
begin with or whether H should be included. The answer is
that the formulas are correct as they are. On the one hand,
IR spectra of Sr3SiP3O2N7 and Sr5Si2P4ON12 show no
significant change in transmission observed in the 3300–
3600 cm� 1 range, which is typically associated with N� H
stretching vibrations (Figure S2). On the other hand, the
signals of the 31P{1H} spectra are very weak, considering that
the cross-polarized experiments comprised 324 scans and the
direct measurements only eight. On this basis, we propose
that the incorporation of (NH)2� is best viewed as a low-
percentage doping, written as Sr3SiP3O2N7:(NH)2� . Possible
hydrogen sources are traces of hydrolysis products of SrO or
SiO2, as well as residual imide groups in amorphous Si3N4.
The reason we devote so much space to this doping is that it
was very helpful for the interpretation of our NMR spectra
as we will see below. For Sr3SiP3O2N7, we found two broad
peaks at � 1.9 and � 17.9 ppm with full widths at half
maximum (fwhm) of 19.4 and 11.5 ppm, respectively (Fig-
ure 4a). This indicates two types of environments in our
structure, namely (Si, P)N4 (T1, T2) and (Si, P)ON3 (T3, T4)
tetrahedra. Which of both environments belong to which
peak can be deduced from the 31P{1H} spectrum, which also
shows two peaks in the same region. In our case the much
stronger left peak corresponds to the (Si, P)ON3 environ-
ment, based on the assumption that the exchange of the
terminal P� O/P� (NH) is much more likely than the bridging
P� N� P/P� (NH)� Si due to the chemical similarity of O2� and
(NH)2� . Nevertheless, both mechanisms appear. Therefore,
T1/T2 were assigned to fit 2 and T3/T4 to fit 1. For the order

in the network, we argue that the widths of our signals with
half-widths greater than 11 ppm are reliable indications for
the mixed occupancy of the central atoms Si and P, since
irregular second coordination environments, as occur in
substitutional disorder, lead to a significant broadening of
the signals via a chemical shift distribution. To support this
argument, we have measured 31P NMR of previously
published Sr2SiP2N6 and Sr5Si7P2N16, two compounds that do
not exhibit Si and P mixing.[7,8] In both cases, the signals are
significantly narrower with a half-width of 6.2 and 6.3 ppm,
respectively (Figure S7). As for the areas of fit 1 and fit 2,
we would expect a ratio of 1 :1 from the Wyckoff positions,
but the result is approximately 2 :1 in both the 31P and 29Si
NMR spectra (Figure S6). Since this mismatch occurs in
both cases, this rules out preferential occupation of Si and P.
A more reasonable explanation is the Nuclear Overhauser
Effect (NOE), in which the signals from Si and P nuclei
closer to 1H nuclei may be amplified due to dipole-dipole
cross-relaxation under proton decoupling.[22]

In the case of Sr5Si2P4ON12 the 31P and 31P{1H} spectra
show three peaks at 21.8 (fit A), 12.4 (fit B), and � 4.3 ppm
(fit C). Following the same principle from before, we can
divide the six potential crystallographic sites of P into two
groups, namely four (Si, P)N4 environments (T1–T4) and
two (Si, P)N3(N0.5O0.5) environments (T5, T6). T1–T4 belong
to the FDU motif with quite similar chemical environments,
which is consistent with the very broad signal at � 4.3 ppm
with fwhm=24.6 ppm. In contrast, T5 and T6 form the
linker tetrahedra whose neighborhoods are clearly different
from T1–T4. This explains why we see two additional signals
with half-widths of 8.7 and 9.3 ppm for fit A and fit B,
respectively. Although both signals are narrower than fit C,

Figure 4. 31P and 31P{1H} solid- state NMR spectra of (a) Sr3SiP3O2N7 :NH2� and (b) Sr5Si2P4ON12 :NH2� . The curves were fitted with a combination
of two or three Voigt curves. Each fit was assigned to the according Wyckoff positions, shown as red, blue, or yellow background. Their
multiplicities are specified in brackets. Maxima and full widths at half-maximum (fwhm) are given in ppm, areas in arbitrary units. Measurements
were conducted at room temperature and 20 kHz.
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they are still significantly wider than the reference signals at
about 6 ppm, again indicating substitutional disorder. We
propose that the upfield signal (fit B) is assigned to T6 due
to stronger shielding, which can be inferred from the smaller
tetrahedral volume (V(T6)=2.27 Å3) and smaller mean
distance to O, N, and Sr (d(T6)=2.43 Å) in the first and
second coordination sphere compared to T5 (V(T5)=

2.30 Å3, d(T5)=2.46 Å). However, the differences are small,
suggesting that theoretical chemical shift calculations are
required to support this assignment. The area ratio of the
fits of 1.4 : 1 : 3.6 agrees well with the theoretical ratio
expected from the Wyckoff positions for T5 :T6 :T1–T4=

1 :1 :4.
Although NMR is a very sensitive method that provides

deep insights into our (Si, P)� (O, N) networks, there were
still challenges that required complementary low-cost crys-
tallographic calculations. One of them is the substitutional
order of the ligands N and O, which has so far been taken as
given without justification. Another is the overall substitu-
tional order of both Si/P and O/N of the third compound
Sr16Si9P9O7N33, for which no NMR data were available due
to the lack of a bulk sample.

Low-Cost Crystallographic Calculations

First, it is important to understand what kind of calculations
were used and why. In previous work, we introduced “low-
cost crystallographic calculations” as a generic term for
widely used crystallographic concepts that require low
computational resources compared to density functional
theory (DFT) calculations.[7,8] In this work, we calculated (Si,
P)� (O, N) bond lengths, (Si, P)(O, N)4 tetrahedral volumes,
as well as electrostatic potential energies (Ewald Summa-
tion), charge distributions (CHARDI), and bond valence
sums (BVS) of Si4+ and P5+.[23–28] On the one hand, we use
the distributions of bond lengths and volumes in a com-
pound to distinguish between N and O. If the distributions
show a discrete clustering with a clear gap, it can be assumed
in most cases that there are distinct O sites. In conjunction
with Pauling’s principle, according to which O2� tends to
occupy terminal positions, a reliable assignment of the
ligands is possible.[12–14] On the other hand, the Ewald
summation, CHARDI, and BVS are useful methods to
evaluate the occupancy of the central atoms. However, the
most important information we obtain from all methods is
whether the overall atom assignment in our network is
congruent. To evaluate the congruence, we need to define
reference data from literature compounds for each method.
In case of a pure nitridosilicate, this would be, for example,
the mean Si� N bond length or the mean electrostatic
potential energy of Si4+. The main problem is that there is
insufficient reference data for SiPONs, as Si and P need not
only to be present in the reference, but also in the same
ratio as in the sample. This can be remedied by calculating
the corresponding expected values from pure nitridosilicates
and nitridophosphates as the percentage composition as
shown in equation 3 using the example of a (Si0.5, P0.5)� N
bond length.

hdi ðSi0:5;P0:5Þ � Nð Þ ¼ 0:5 � d Si � Nð Þ þ 0:5 � dðP � NÞ (3)

hdi: expected distance, d: average distance calculated from
literature

As a numerical measure of congruence, we used the total
percentage deviation (D) of the sample data from these
expected values. Typically, total deviations below 3%
indicate a congruent model.[7] The comparison and evalua-
tion of all five methods for the four compounds Sr3SiP3O2N7

(1), Sr5Si2P6N16 (2), Sr5Si2P4ON12 (3), and Sr16Si9P9O7N33 (4),
are shown in Figure 5, where columns 1–5 represent each
method, column 6 the total percentage deviation, rows 1–4
the respective compounds and the bottom row the reference
data of pure nitridosilicates and nitridophosphates. Each cell
shows a stack of all (Si, P) Wyckoff positions with their
calculated values, their overall average, and their expected
value. From this we can draw several conclusions: First, for
compounds (1), (3) and (4), we can see that the bond lengths
exhibit clustering, with the bridging ligands N comprising
the longer bond lengths (blue) and the terminal ligands (O,
N) the shorter bond lengths (red). The proportion of N in
the terminal ligands was calculated taking charge neutrality
into account and yields 0, 50, and 12.5% for (1), (3), and (4),
respectively. The clustering is also reflected in the tetrahe-
dral volumes, however, with one exception. In Sr3SiP3O2N7

(1), the tetrahedral volumes of T1–T4 are approximately
equal despite their different composition of (Si, P)N4 and
(Si, P)ON3. This shows that the central atoms Si and P in
this compound do not determine the structure, but only
react to the Sr� O/N lattice. The bond lengths show that the
central atoms move towards O as a ligand, but only at the
cost of a proportional elongation of the other bonds. As a
future prospect, this behavior would generally be interesting
for isolobal substitutions of the counter cations and ligands,
e.g., the substitution of Sr� O by La� N would yield
SrLa2SiP3N9. Second, the calculated values of the Ewald
summation, CHARDI, and BVS agree very well with what
we expect. This would not be the case if we assumed a
wrong substitutional order of our networks, as we have
shown in previous work for Sr5Si2P6N16 (2).[8] Finally,
according to our definition, all networks with total devia-
tions of 0.9–1.8% are congruent. This completes the
complex structure elucidation process of the Sr3SiP3O2N7,
Sr5Si2P4ON12, and Sr16Si9P9O7N33 compounds. Although the
structural features of this new class of compounds were our
main focus, we also wanted to take a closer look at their
optical properties, as SiAlONs, nitridosilicates and nitrido-
phosphates are known to exhibit excellent luminescence
properties.[29,30] This was also with the ulterior motive of
placing these compounds in a larger context regarding their
applicability and suitability as model systems.

Optical Properties

In our research, the addition of 1 mol% Eu2+ to the starting
materials is a standard procedure when alkaline earth metals
are present. Apart from obvious reasons such as the search
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for new phosphor materials, this doping also serves as a
useful indicator for the differentiation and separation of
multiphase products. The suitability of Eu2+ as a dopant is
not limited to its high sensitivity to its coordination environ-
ment, but also includes the fact that even low concentrations
are sufficient at which no structure-altering effects normally
occur. Without further analysis, the experienced eye can
already gain valuable information from a purely visual
inspection of the luminescence behavior of a compound.
The most prominent example is the emission maxima but
also the nature of the luminescence such as brightness and
decay time or even absence can indicate structural features
to look out for, as we will see below. In our work, we found
that Sr3SiP3O2N7 (1) shows green emission at first glance,
Sr5Si2P6N16 (2) shows orange emission, Sr5Si2P4ON12 (3)
shows very weak yellow to orange emission, and
Sr16Si9P9O7N33 (4) shows no visible emission when irradiated
with ultraviolet light. This is also reflected in the corre-
sponding PLE and PL measurements shown in Figure 6a.
Only under a luminescence microscope were we able to
show that (4) also exhibits very weak orange emission. In a
next step, we tried to attribute these brightness gradations
to one of the following causes. First, luminescence can be
quenched by N� H vibrations. As discussed above, we
concluded that this is unlikely, as in this case Sr3SiP3O2N7

should be the most affected due to the highest amount of O/
N� H. Second, we reduced the dopant concentration to less
than 0.5 mol% to avoid potential concentration quenching,
which resulted in no change. Third, we investigated the band
gaps of all compounds to check whether photoionization as
a thermal quenching mechanism is a reasonable
explanation.[31] Since no bulk samples were available for (2)
and (4), we decided to calculate all band gaps by periodic
DFT calculations using the LMBJ functional.[32,33] This

approach demonstrated to lead to band gaps that are in
better agreement with experimental data than those calcu-
lated with traditional generalized gradient approximation
(GGA) functionals such as PBE.[34] Nevertheless, absolute
values should only give an idea about the magnitude of the
gaps, while the relative differences are reliable. The
resulting densities of states (DOS) were plotted in Figure 6b
with the theoretical band gaps of 3.7, 3.4, 3.2, and 2.9 eV,
respectively, for compounds (1)–(4). This stepwise gradation
of band gaps can be interpreted as a form of band gap
tuning in insulators. The main contributions to the valence
band near the Fermi level come from N 2p and Sr 4d states.
The same is true for the conduction band with inverse ratios.
Sr3SiP3O2N7 is the only compound with a predicted indirect
band gap, while the others are direct. All valence band
minima are found at the high-symmetry Γ-point (Figures S8–
S11). The decrease in band gaps agrees well with the
decrease in luminescence which is why we believe that
photoionization is a reasonable quenching mechanism. This
could be supported by low-temperature measurements of
the luminescence. However, we realize and hope that this
can only be the beginning of more comprehensive studies of
the electronic and optical properties of these compounds.
Due to the high-pressure synthesis, their applicability is
limited, nevertheless, their structural and optical relation-
ships make them excellent model systems for theoretical
calculations, such as those performed by Shafei et al. on
UCrC4-type phosphors.[35,36]

Conclusion

We successfully synthesized and characterized the new
oxonitridosilicate phosphates Sr3SiP3O2N7, Sr5Si2P4ON12 and

Figure 5. Graphical representation of the LCC results. Columns 1–5 show the respective methods, column 6 the total percentage deviation from
expected values, rows 1–4 the compounds, and the bottom row the literature data (LIT) in relative frequency. The calculated values are marked as
blue if only N is present in the first coordination sphere, otherwise red for O and N. Expected values are dashed orange lines. (Si, P)� (O, N) bond
lengths and (Si, P)(O, N)4 volumes were dismissed for the calculation of total deviations due to the lack of suitable reference data. (* from
literature)
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Sr16Si9P9O7N33, which are the first representatives of this
class. The synthesis was carried out under high-temperature
and high-pressure conditions and led to a phase purity of the
target compounds of over 90% for the first two, which was
confirmed by Rietveld refinements. The structures of these
compounds share a common fundamental disorder unit
(FDU) characterized by a single vierer chain of (Si, P)(O,
N)4 tetrahedra with substitutional disorder of the central
atoms. We introduced a classification of FDU motifs and
showed that Sr3SiP3O2N7, Sr5Si2P4ON12 and Sr16Si9P9O7N33,
as well as Sr5Si2P6N16 known from literature, comprise three
of the four possible bonding patterns. The structure
elucidation process included advanced techniques such as
SCXRD, EDX and ICP-OES, 31P and 31P{1H} NMR, as well
as low-cost crystallographic calculations. Using these meth-
ods, we were able understand the composition of the
networks in which central atoms and terminal ligands exhibit
substitutional disorder of Si/P and O/N, respectively. In
contrast, we found that bridging ligands are only occupied
by N. Compared to previous work, where we often used
STEM to verify occupancy in mixed (Si, P) networks, we
were able to show that 31P NMR spectroscopy is a viable
alternative, especially when combined with 31P{1H} NMR. In
this context, we also added new 31P NMR data on literature

known Sr2SiP2N6 and Sr5Si7P2N16 as reference for ordered
(Si, P) networks.[7,8] LCC were used to confirm our results
and provide insight into Sr16Si9P9O7N33 where no NMR data
were available. As an impetus for future research, we briefly
investigated the optical properties of the SiPONs when
doped with Eu2+. To this end, we performed PLE and PL
measurements as well as DFT calculations to determine the
densities of states and band gaps. The differences in
emission properties were attributed to various factors,
including potential N� H vibrations, concentration quench-
ing and photoionization as a thermal quenching mechanism.
The latter was identified as the most likely among them. In
summary, this study presents the first three representatives
of oxonitridosilicate phosphates, a new class of compounds
remarkable for their versatility but also for the systematic
nature of the FDU motifs. The unique structure–property
relationships observed in these compounds make them
exciting model systems for future studies, especially in the
context of luminescence and quenching mechanisms as well
as band gap tuning in insulators.

Figure 6. (a) PL and PLE spectra as well as (b) densities of states (DOS) of Sr3SiP3O2N7, Sr5Si2P6N16 (*), Sr5Si2P4ON12, and Sr16Si9P9O7N33.
Luminescence measurements were performed on single particles of comparable size at room temperature. Luminescence images were excited at
395 nm. (* PL/PLE from literature; electronic calculations original.)
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